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The Love Story's
2021 Annual Report
We inspire the broken hearted to
transform pain into purpose
through expressive writing.
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Journal to Pursue Purpose
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Transform one's Tragedy into a Divine comedy
in Seven Acts—
Act One: Faith
Act Two: Compassion
Act Three: Grace
Act Four: Patience
Act Five: Kindness
Act Six: Nots
Act Seven: Love Always.
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The Truth Will Set You Free
"Everything exposed by the light is made visible."
—Ephesians 5:13
Truth expressed inside fiction, based on a true story, written in seven acts, through three
expressive writing programs:
1. The Producer's Playbook—Transform Tragedy by Revealing it—Acts One, Two, and Three
2. The Love Story Playbook—Arc the Character, Arc the Story—Acts Four, Five, and Six
3. The Journal-Artist Playbook—The Historical Novel—Act Seven
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The Love Story Playbook
The Love Story Playbook is a faith-based expressive writing program that aims to transform our tragedy
into a divine comedy through the Character Arc, through the discipline of Seven Acts. We transform
our life story by arcing our character in the story through Love defined in 1 Corinthians 13.
The Love Story Playbook is broken down into seven acts.
Each Act embraces a Virtue that aims to arc the character from the absence into the presence of love
revealed in 1 Corinthians 13 in The Holy Bible.
We leverage the New Testament as the keystone perspective of tying in important universal principles
like shadow integration, Taoism, and The Abrahamic Covenant together for both story and character
development. We believe that pain can be transformed into purpose by way of love defined.
We welcome all nationalities, cultures, and creeds on the mission to inspire the broken hearted to
transform our tragedy into The Love Story.
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Act One: Acting in Faith
Act One— Acting in Faith, while in the face of Fear
During Act One, we discover our shadow integration archetype by illuminating it through expressive writing.
We leverage Mirror Darkly Writing Sessions to reveal, feel, and heal.
We leverage journaling resources at www.thelovestory.org to activate our subconscious.
We leverage the Act One Starter Program to illuminate and discern one's Shadow.

The Act One Program:
Illuminate your Noble Shadows in 13 journal entries through resonations,
Understand the nature of love and its absence by reading Chapters 1-4 of The Producer's Playbook
Illuminate and discern shadow-based and spirit-based inner narrative scripts with a Pen-Pal.
Be able to journal in the first person to discern spiritual and shadow desires.
Be encouraged and inspired to act upon the path of your spiritual desire.
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Act Two: Acting in Compassion
Act Two— Acting in Compassion, while in the face of Apathy
During Act Two, we learn how to discern our true and false pursuits by reframing our inner scripts.
We leverage resonations from Mirror Darkly Writing Sessions and Pen-Pal Journal-Artists to help us discern our paths.
We practice how to hold space and exercise compassion inside Mirror Darkly sessions,
We learn how to reframe our narrative by producing and acting upon anti-curses.
We become encouraged and inspired to act on the anti-curse while not acting on the curse.
The Act Two Program:
Host at least 13 Mirror Darkly Writing Sessions,
Discern noble and alchemized shadows with a pen-pal,
Produce anti-curses from your noble shadows with a pen-pal,
Understand the nature of noble shadows, curses, and anti-curses by reading Chapter 5 of The Producer's Playbook
Becoming empowered to act on the anti-curse and not act on the curse,
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Journal in the second person to discern true and false pursuits.

Act Three: Acting in Grace
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Act Three— Acting in Grace, while in the face of Judgement
During Act Three, our true purpose will be revealed by taking actions that align with true pursuit.
We leverage the Power of The Holy Spirit to Act in Grace,
We give ourselves permission to pursue our New Path and New Center.
We become inspired by The Holy Spirit
to see people and life circumstances through our Spiritual eye.
We become empowered by The Holy Spirit
to not act on the triggers of our shadows and to act on the call of our spirits.
We document the journey of pursing our true purpose in the third person writing voice.
The Act Three Program:
Sort, organize, and share your story.
Understand the nature of Grace and Purpose,
Acting in Grace by leveraging the New Center to Pursue True Purpose,
Understand the Nature and the Power of The Holy Spirit
by Reading Chapters 6-12 of The Producer's Playbook
Relying on The Holy Spirit to help you Act in Grace and Integrate Your Shadow
Becoming as wise as a serpent and as peaceful as a dove.
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Dear Journal-Artists,
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This was a tough year for me personally. I lost my left ovary, I had to let go of my
life partner, and I lost my best friend, Foxy.
Despite a string of unfortunate events, I still prioritized my serenity, sobriety, and
sanity by doubling down on expressive writing, fellowship, and spiritual work. I
couldn't change people's willpower, the weather, or life circumstances, but I can
change my own perspective and exercise my own willpower.
When shit hit the fan in my life this year, I journaled, I reached out to journalartists inside The Love Story Community, dug deeper into Shadow Archetypes,
Shadow Integration, and the Spiritual battle between the Shadow and Spirit
within.

My trauma drama did not go away, but today, I have a creative way to transform
trauma into scenes inside a divine traumedy, told in fiction, based on a true story.
The fool willing to document the scenes of her own life, leaving no stone
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unturned, is known inside our community as as a Journal-Artist.
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I still haven't cracked the code on fundraising yet, but I am cracking the jokes about my life in ways that actually get people to
laugh, and frankly, I'd prefer the latter breakthrough to the former. If I failed to convince a single person to invest money inside
this org, but succeeded in inspiring one person to reframe their narrative inside our program, then I win. If I fail to win a single
grant, but succeeded in winning the trust of one skeptic who is giving this faith-based expressive writing a try, then I am a true
winner. If I fail to bring the program to middle and high school students by the end of 2022, but succeed in reaching therapists,
teachers, and parents who will benefit from this personally and professionally, then consider me wealthy and overpaid.

Keep Calm & Journal On,

Mingjie Zhai

The gift of having an integrated shadow is the ability to see and
operate in the dark—that's how Riddick defeated the monsters in the
movie, Pitch Black. That's how you will be able to defeat the monsters
in your life by listening and having compassion for the shadow within
you. Only then, will the enemy within you become your informant,
confidant, and friend. When that day happens, you will have the eyes
of an owl and the ears of a wolf. You will fight the monsters with
dignity, strength, and confidence. You will learn the Way of Wu-Wei,
the warrior's way. This integrated you will become unfuckwithable,
unbreakable, and undeterred, like John Wick. You will become as
peaceful as a dove while becoming as wise as a serpent. These are the
promises of The Love Story Playbook. Welcome.
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2022
READY

1

TO

SCALE

Act in Faith

Journal the past, illuminate your
shadow, discern true and false
passions.

2

Act in Compassion

Journal the present, produce anticurses, and act on it.

3

2022

Act in Grace

Journal the present progressive,
leverage Grace and Replace, and
Pursue True Purpose.

DESIGN

4

IN

PROCESS

Act in Patience

Journal the scenes of patience by
acting on the Silver Lining in
your Perfect Present Presence.

5

Act in Kindness

Journal the scenes of kind acts that
open pathways leading you
towards The New Center.
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Act in the Nots

Journal the scenes of non-action as
an action to reveal the story arc.

The Love Story
Playbook
Transform Tragedy into a
Divine Comedy
in Seven Acts

2023
TO

BE

DESIGNED

7 Act in Love Always
Transform all Journal Entries inside
the tragedy and divine comedy into
a Historical Novel.
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PS#1: Journal by Pain or Passion
Expressive Writing Resources,
Inspired by Artists for JournalArtists.

PS#2: Journal Together
Intimate Peer-to-Peer Mirror
Darkly Expressive Writing
Groups designed to reveal,
feel, and heal.

PS#3: Pursue Purpose
The Love Story Playbook—
The First Three Acts—1. Faith,
2. Compassion, and 3. Grace.
Discern and act upon the true
passion, pursuit, and purpose.
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REVENUE

Grants, Donations, and Membership
2%

2021 FINANCIALS
Our non-profit is a labor of love, bringing together
talented writers, marketers, and college interns from
across the country.
This year our CEO, Mingjie Zhai, donated 20 hours a
week of professional in-kind services to this charity,
second highest in-kind donor is Christina Morley,
third highest is Parker Pepin.
The highest financial donor is Mingjie Zhai, second is
Christina Morley, third is Sandy Rocourt.
Notable In-Kind Sponsors include Donna A., Weston
Hale, James Yim, and Murooj Tahir.
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in-kind services
98%

Fundraising
0.1%

EXPENSES
2021 FINANCIALS
Almost 100% of our resources goes towards our
program services. Our first priority is provide free
Expressive Writing to the general public through our
journaling portal at www.thelovestory.org. Our second
program priority is offering Peer-to-Peer Expressive
Writing Workshops. Our third priority is developing
The Love Story Playbook program to help people
pursue purpose through their pain.
In 2021, we are only focusing on optimizing and
scaling the first three program services.
We plan on continuing this journey in 2022.
Program Services
99.9%
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ACCOMPLISHMENTS
BREAKTHROUGHS OF 2021

FINISHED
COMPLETED THE
OPTIMIZING
NINE SHADOW
ACTS ONE, TWO,
INTEGRATION
AND THREE.
ARCHETYPES FOR
January 1-November 11
ACT ONE
PROGRAM
STARTER
January 1October 1

DEVELOPING
VOLUNTEER
PROGRAM FOR
HOSTING
MIRROR
DARKLY
GROUPS

DEVELOPING
OPERATIONAL
PROCEDURES
TO SCALE
PROGRAM
SERVICES #1,2,
AND 3

January 1- Ongoing

July 28— Ongoing
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To Our Wings
Donna A
Viviany Alicea
Brian Anderson
Katie Andrews
Kimberly Banks
Dorothy England
Laura Ferguson
Christina Morley
Adam Mizrahi
Sandy Rocourt
James Yim
Mingjie Zhai

Bry LeBerthon
Google
Chelsea Wolfe
Live Portrait
Weston Hale
Unita.Club
Patrick Pickering
Sarah Smith
Kim Tedrow
Olivia Vigna
Fernando Hernandi
Lyndsay Stevenson
Marooj Tahir
Loureen Murphy
Summer Moss
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